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Shalom, and welcome to the Twenty-Third Annual Feast 

of Weeks 6006 and to this seminar entitled, Judgment Shall 

Sit, Part 2. I thank and praise %&%* 0v %&%* for His mercy and 

kindness, for without His laying down His life, we would not 

have a chance to be saved. Praise %&%*!   

Thank Him for His blessings, for without %&%* 0v %&%*, 

none of this that we see around us today would be possible. 

Praise %&%*!  Thank %&%* 0v %&%* for answering our prayers, for 

without Him, we would still be lost. Praise %&%*!  Therefore, 

Fret not thyself because of evildoers, neither be 
thou envious against the workers of iniquity. 
 
For they shall soon be cut down like the grass, 
and wither as the green herb (Psalm 37:1-2). 
 
I beheld till the thrones were cast down, and the 
Ancient of days did sit, whose garment was white 
as snow, and the hair of his head like the pure 
wool: his throne was like the fiery flame, and his 
wheels as burning fire. 
 
A fiery stream issued and came forth from before 
him: thousand thousands ministered unto him, 
and ten thousand times ten thousand stood before 
him: the judgment was set, and the books were 
opened (Daniel 7:9-10).  
 

Praise %&%*!   
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To bring everyone up to date, let�s recap our findings in 

Judgment Shall Sit, Part 1. From the investigation of Daniel 

7:8, the facts showed that a leader, called the �little� horn, is a 

present-day President who is a junior bearing the same name 

as his father, who was also a President. He is a President 

whose �official� purpose is to pluck up three kings who were 

around when his father was President. 

This President is the most powerful man on Earth, 

because the power he wields is not his own, but rather the 

power that he has received from Satan.  We discovered that he 

is one who argues with and rebels against the �righteous laws 

of God, %&%*, as found in the Holy Bible. An extensive 

examination of the facts confirmed the �little� horn to be 

George W. Bush, the President of the United States.  

Further exploration disclosed that after President George 

W. Bush plucks up the three kings, he would then turn his 

attention to his homeland.  In his homeland, His primary 

objective would be to make known his deep hatred for and 

blatant opposition to the Most High. Therefore, he would not 

only speak great words against the most High, %&%* 0v %&%* --
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the One anointed by %&%* to bring down Satan and his angels--

but he would also wear out the saints of the most High, 

according to Daniel 7:25, which was the basis for receiving 

power from Satan in the first place.  

This brings us up to the point at which we shall begin 

our discussion today.  So, let us continue on in our study of 

the �true� character of the �little� horn, President George W. 

Bush, by reading Daniel 8:25, read: 

And through his policy also he shall cause 
craft to prosper in his hand; and he shall 
magnify himself in his heart, and by peace 
shall destroy many: he shall also stand up 
against the Prince of princes; but shall be 
broken without hand. 
 

In order to understand this Scripture, it must be decoded. We 

shall begin with the first sentence: �And through his policy also 

he shall cause craft to prosper in his hand; . . .�   

In accordance with Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary, 

copyright 2001, on page 49, it states that, �using and at the 

beginning of a sentence can often be an effective way of 

drawing attention to what follows; a conjunction used to 

indicate an additional fact.� Therefore, and was used at the 
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beginning of this sentence to draw our attention to the fact 

that some additional facts follow that which has already been 

stated. 

The next word in the Scripture is through. In The 

Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 

1223, through means �under the auspices of; through the 

agency.� Let us break down each of these definitions, 

beginning with the first definition: �under the auspices of.�   

In the Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary, copyright 

2001, on page 89, under the auspices of means �with the 

help or support of a person or organization.� In accordance 

with Webster�s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 

copyright 2001, on page 94, auspice means �patronage.� In 

the same source, on page 1056, patron, the root of patronage, 

in Latin means protector, defender.  

From the first definition of through, we can assert that 

with the help or support of a person or organization, President 

Bush shall give the appearance of being the protector and 

defender of the American people, that he might implement 

�his� policy and cause craft to prosper in his hand.      
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The next definition of through is �through the agency of.� 

The Cassell Compact Dictionary, copyright 1998, on page 22, 

defines agency as �an administrative department of a 

government.� According to the Bartlett�s Roget�s Thesaurus, 

copyright 1996, on page 137, under reference number 102.2, 

agency also means �instrumentality.� Instrumentality, under 

reference number 511.1, on page 477, is �influence.� Then 

influence takes us to reference number 512.1, on page 478, 

and to a number of definitions including �power; force; 

advantage; authority; final say.�  

Thus, with the help or support of an administrative 

department of the government, President Bush shall use his 

power, force, advantage, authority, and final say to execute his 

policy.  Let us find out what these words mean.   

 Using The Random House College Dictionary, copyright 

1984, I found power on page 1039, and it means �national 

strength.� From there, I consulted the Bartlett�s Roget�s 

Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 518, to look up national, 

reference number 564.3, which turns out to be �departmental; 

governmental.� Strength, in Bartlett�s, reference number 
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674.1, on page 596, is equivalent to �secureness� of which the 

root word is secure.  We see here that the word through is 

referring to a department within the government that deals 

with security. 

Now let�s put these definitions into context. The word 

through, by way of agency, has just led us to President 

Bush�s new department in the government, which was said to 

be for the purpose of defending and protecting the American 

people.  It is called the Department of Homeland Security.  

With the help or support of this department, President George 

W. Bush will exercise his presidential powers to implement his 

policy. 

Let�s continue on with some of the other definitions of the 

word influence, which are force, advantage, authority, and 

final say. In accordance with The Random House College 

Dictionary, copyright 1984, on page 515, force is �persuasive 

power.� Next, let�s look at advantage, on page 20, which 

means �superior.� Page 91 lists authority as meaning �legal 

power; judicial precedent.�   
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The President is using to the fullest extent his persuasive 

power and superior position to implement his policy.  In fact, 

he is using the legal power that has been conferred upon him 

to such a degree that it shall set a judicial precedent:  All while 

under the guise of �national security.� 

Now, let�s go on to final say as a part of through as it 

relates to influence. In Webster�s New World College 

Dictionary of the American Language, copyright 1957, on page 

543, final means �last; leaving no further chance for action.� 

On page 1298, say means �power and authority to make a 

final decision.�   

The President of the United States has been given the 

power and the authority to make �final� decisions for the 

American people.  He has the last word, and his decisions 

leave no further chance for action. His legal power even 

supersedes that of the Supreme Court, thus demonstrating 

the �might� of the �little� horn, President Bush, who will use all 

of his unlimited power, supreme authority, and collective 

resources to implement his policy to cause �craft� to prosper 

in his hand.  
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Now that we understand the means through which the 

�little� horn, President George W. Bush, shall use his 

presidential power and authority, let us now find out exactly 

how he shall use the Department of Homeland Security to 

exert his powerful influence. The next words in Daniel 8:25 

point directly to the answer, and it reads: �And through his 

policy�.�  He shall use the Department of Homeland Security 

to implement �his policy.�   

In Webster�s Third New International Dictionary and 

Seven Languages Dictionary, Vol. II, copyright 1976, on page 

1072, his means �something that belongs to him.� His, as 

used here, is a possessive adjective. Consequently, �his� let�s 

us know that the policy we are about to discuss belongs to the 

�little� horn, President George W. Bush. Praise %&%*. 

Now what is his policy all about?  In accordance with 

Webster�s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, 

copyright 2001, on page 1114, policy means �a plan or course 

of action, as pursued by a government.�  This tells us that the 

�little� horn shall use a plan or course of action pursued by 

the government to cause his craft to prosper. 
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Continuing with Webster�s Third New International 

Dictionary and Seven Languages Dictionary, Vol. II, on page 

1754, policy is also defined as �administration based 

primarily on temporal interest.� In Webster�s New World 

College Dictionary of the American Language, copyright 1957, 

on page 19, administration is equivalent to �the management 

of governmental affairs; the executive officials of a government 

and their policy.� On page 1500, temporal means �of this 

world; distinguished from spiritual.� Back to the Webster�s 

Third New International Dictionary and Seven Languages 

Dictionary, Vol. II, on page 1178, interest is listed as 

�influenced by.�  

Thus, we can see from these facts that under the 

management of governmental affairs, President Bush shall use 

the executive officials of the government and their policy to 

pursue a plan or course of action that will be based primarily 

on things of this world as opposed to spiritual influences.  Let 

us hear what John 12:31 and 1 Corinthians 1:20 have to say 

about this.  Read: 
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John 12:31  Now is the judgment of this 
world: now shall the prince of this world be 
cast out. 
 
1 Corinthians 1:20  Where is the wise? where 
is the scribe? where is the disputer of this 
world? hath not God made foolish the wisdom 
of this world? 
 

This is Judgment Day, and the prince or ruler who 

pursues a plan or course of action that is based primarily on 

things of this world, as distinguished from �spiritual� 

influences, shall be cast out.  And that is not all, for %&%* has 

made foolish the wisdom of this world; therefore, the policy to 

cause craft to prosper in the hand of President George W. 

Bush shall be based on �foolish� wisdom.   

Using the Third New International Dictionary and Seven 

Languages Dictionary, Vol. II, on page 1754, policy is defined 

as �a wise scheme esp. a cunning contrivance.�  In accordance 

with the Merriam-Webster�s Dictionary, Computer Software, 

copyright 2001, wise means �way.� From that same source, 

way means �the fact of doing as one pleases.�  As we view 

scheme in the same dictionary, we find it is �a plan for doing 

something; esp.: a crafty plot.�   
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Using the wisdom of this world along with his 

Presidential power and authority, these facts tell us that the 

�little� horn, President Bush, shall use the Department of 

Homeland Security to do whatever he pleases to implement his 

wise, crafty plot to cause craft to prosper in his hand.  

However, he can fool the people most of the time, but nothing 

gets pass %&%*. Let�s turn to 1 Corinthians 3:19: 

For the wisdom of this world is foolishness 
with %&%*. For it is written, He taketh the wise 
in their own craftiness. 
 

The �little� horn, President George W. Bush�s, wise, crafty plot 

is foolishness with %&%*, and, as such, he shall be taken in his 

�own� craftiness. Praise %&%*!  

Now how does a cunning contrivance fit into President 

Bush�s policy. When viewed in the Webster�s New World 

College Dictionary, Third Edition, copyright 1996, on page 338, 

cunning is defined as �skill in deception; slyness; craftiness.� 

On page 303, same reference, contrive, the root word of 

contrivance, means �to scheme for evil purposes.�  

When these definitions are viewed together, they add still 

another dimension because they verify for us that the 
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Department of Homeland Security will exercise a high degree 

of proficiency in deception and craftiness, as it will �slyly� 

carry out the President�s crafty scheme, which will be solely for 

evil purposes. Praise %&%*.  

Given that his �policy� is what he shall use to cause 

�craft� to prosper in his hand, there are further aspects of 

�policy� that need to be explored. Therefore, according to The 

New Strong�s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, Hebrew-

Chaldee Dictionary, copyright 1990, on page 116, under the 

Hebrew reference #7922, policy means �intelligence; 

discretion.�  Let us analyze each of these words. 

First, let�s explore intelligence. As we consult The 

Random   House College Dictionary, copyright 1984, on page 

692, we find intelligence means �the gathering and 

distribution of information; in government, information about 

an enemy or potential enemy; the evaluated conclusions 

drawn from such information.� This is talking about the 

gathering and distribution of false information that the 

government shall use to draw evaluated conclusions.  
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Now to deduce this information even further, let�s go to 

the word gathering. The Random House College Dictionary, 

copyright 1984, on page 546, defines gathering as �a 

collection.� On page 264, collect, the root word of collection 

means to �infer.� The same reference, on page 682, let�s us see 

that infer is the same as �hint.� Page 627 contains hint, 

which is defined as �an indirect or covert suggestion or 

implication.� The Merriam-Webster�s Dictionary, Computer 

Software - 2001, defines covert as �hidden; secret.�  

What we can conclude from policy, as it further relates 

to the �little� horn, is that President Bush shall cause craft to 

prosper by using the Department of Homeland Security for the 

gathering and distribution of false information:  Information 

that shall be collected about an enemy or potential enemy, and 

a suggestion or implication is put forth that there is something 

hidden or secret going on concerning that enemy. Then, this 

false information will be distributed in the form of hints and 

inferences, thus causing this false information to be used to 

draw evaluated conclusions. This is another form of skillful 

deception that falls right into the same category of the crafty 
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plot or scheme for evil purposes used by the Department of 

Homeland Security.  Praise %&%*.   

Now this brings us to our second definition of policy, 

which is �discretion.� In the Merriam-Webster�s Dictionary, 

Computer Software - 2001, discretion means �conservative.� 

President George W. Bush admits that he is a conservative in 

his autobiography entitled, A Charge To Keep, copyright 1999, 

on page 235 and I quote: �I am a compassionate 

conservative� I welcome the label. And on this ground, I will 

make my stand.� He goes on to write on the same page, 

�Compassionate conservatism outlines a new vision of the 

proper role of the American government.� 

Now it becomes our job to go to the books of 

understanding to gain a proper understanding of what he 

means by being a conservative, especially as it relates to �his 

policy.�  Let�s start in The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, 

copyright 1978. On page 219, conservative is equivalent to 

�rightist.� From the Webster�s Third New International 

Dictionary and Seven Languages Dictionary, Vol. II, copyright 

1976, on page 1956, rightist is defined as �one who believes 
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in or advocates principles associated with the Right.�  The 

Merriam-Webster�s Dictionary, Computer Software - 2001, 

defines the Right as �political conservatives.�  Political from 

the same source is �relating to government.�  

We have just established from our reference experts that 

conservative means the Right as it relates to government, so 

let�s go ahead and explore the word right. Going back to 

Webster�s Third New International Dictionary and Seven 

Languages Dictionary, Vol. II, copyright 1976, on page 1955, 

right is defined as �sometimes advocating the establishment of 

authoritarian political order by revolution or other forceful 

means.�  Let us closely examine this definition. 

From the Webster�s New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 

1979, on page 75, authoritarian is equivalent to �favoring a 

concentration of power in a leader not constitutionally 

responsible to the people.� In Webster�s II New College 

Dictionary, copyright 1999, on page 950, revolution is defined 

as �an abrupt political overthrow or seizure of power brought 

about from within a given system.� 
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From our definition of discretion, which comes from the 

word policy, we see that the �little� horn, President George W. 

Bush, advocates the establishment of a political order favoring 

a concentration of power in a leader not constitutionally 

responsible to the people. Since he was not elected by the 

people, he is not constitutionally responsible to them. 

Therefore, he will institute his policy to cause craft to prosper 

in his hand by causing an abrupt political overthrow or 

seizure of power that will be brought about from within the 

Department of Homeland Security or by other forceful means.  

This is what he welcomes and makes his stand on.  And, as he 

stated, this is also the new vision he has outlined for the 

proper role of the American government. 

Let me refer you to the book Concentration Camps, by 

%&%* 0v %&%*, copyright 1995, in which prophecy of this very 

Department is described on page 10. %&%* 0v %&%* writes: �A 

major task force of federal intelligence and law enforcement 

agencies including the F.B.I, the C.I.A., U.S. Marshals, the 

Immigration and Naturalization Service, Customs, the Coast 

Guard, etc.--will join with local and state police in massive 
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roundups to haul in lists of suspects who will fill these 

improvised stockades.�  We have witnessed this happening 

this very day. We are witnesses to prophecy written by %&%* 0v 

%&%* coming into fruition. Praise %&%*. 

 %&%* 0v %&%* continues on page 16, �Any President can 

use FEMA to seize control of the entire U.S. government by 

declaring a �secret crisis� that exists only on his say so. It 

doesn�t have to go in the paper. They don�t have to announce it 

on the radio. It�s just a secret crisis in the White House on his 

say so.�  Doesn�t that describe the establishment of an 

authoritarian political order by forceful means, which 

concentrates power in the hands of the President making him 

not constitutionally responsible to the people? Another 

prophecy is being fulfilled! Praise %&%*! The Word is alive in 

%&%* 0v %&%* and the Scripture is being fulfilled. Please turn to 

Matthew 26:54, read: 

But how then shall the scriptures be fulfilled, 
that thus it must be? 
 

These things must be that the Scriptures might be 

fulfilled. Praise %&%*. 
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We still have more to explore with the word policy in the 

Bartlett�s Roget�s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 1197, 

where policy means �cunning.�  Cunning, on page 721 of the 

same reference, is defined as �imposture; false promises; 

beguilement; hypocrisy; old-boy network.� We must define 

each of these words. 

From The American College Dictionary, copyright 1955, 

imposture means �deception practiced under an assumed 

character.� On page 313, deception is �an artifice.� Page 71 

lists artifice as �a crafty device or expedient; �a clever trick or 

stratagem.� On page 331 a device is a �plan or scheme for 

effecting a purpose.�  On page 424, expedient is �conducive to 

advantage or interest, as opposed to right.�  Assume, on page 

76 of the same reference, is �to take on or put on oneself.� 

We seem to be getting back to exposing more of President 

Bush�s �true� character. From cunning, we can add to his 

�true� character, that of being an artificer: As opposed to doing 

that which is right, President Bush has put into place an 

agency, the Department of Homeland Security, which he shall 
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use to effect his clever tricks and delusive stratagems that are 

very conducive to his advantage and self-interest. 

 Let us see how the Bible describes an artificer. An 

artificer is a descendent of Cain, according to Genesis 4:17, 

18, 19, and 22: 

17 And Cain knew his wife; and she conceived, 
and bare Enoch: and he builded a city, and 
called the name of the city, after the name of his 
son, Enoch. 
18  And unto Enoch was born Irad: and Irad 
begat Mehujael: and Mehujael begat Methusael: 
and Methusael begat Lamech. 
19  And Lamech took unto him two wives: the 
name of the one was Adah, and the name of the 
other Zillah. 
22  And Zillah, she also bare Tubalcain, an 
instructor of every artificer in brass and iron: 
and the sister of Tubalcain was Naamah. 
 

Let�s see what President Bush, the artificer, this 

descendent of Cain, is taking it upon himself to do by defining 

the next words for �policy� via the word cunning which are 

�false promises.� In The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, 

copyright 1978, on page 393, false is equivalent to 

�Machiavellian.� In the Britannica Ready Reference 

Encyclopedia, Computer Software, Machiavellian is derived 

from Niccolo Machiavelli. �His famous treatise The Prince 
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(1513, published 1532), is a handbook for rulers;� He viewed 

The Prince as an objective description of political reality;�  He 

suggested that ruthless cunning is appropriate to the conduct 

of government. �Machiavellian� has come to mean deceitful, 

unscrupulous, and manipulative.�  What is a promise? On 

page 947 of The Synonym Finder, promise is �solemn word; 

vow.�  

From these reference sources, we are informed that the 

solemn word of President George W. Bush, the artificer or 

descendant of Cain, is based on deceitful, unscrupulous, 

manipulative vows. Under his policy, such ruthless cunning 

behavior is appropriate to the conduct of government in the 

United States of America and, as such, is a political reality. 

Praise %&%*.  

This is the same person who shall cause �craft� to 

prosper in his hand. How is he going to do that? He is going to 

use beguilement, the next definition of cunning.  In The 

Cassell Compact Dictionary, copyright 1998, on page 100, 

beguile is the root word of beguilement, and means �to charm 

away the weariness of.� On page 186, same reference, charm 
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is �power of alluring.� Page 29, has allure meaning �to attract 

by the offer of some apparent good.�  

Therefore, President Bush, this descendant of Cain, has 

the power to beguile the people by charming away or alluring 

them away from the weariness of their lives, such as being 

caught in the grips of constant fear based on �potential� 

terrorists threats which have led to more surveillance cameras 

everywhere you go; checking on book purchases and library 

cards usage; checking out which sites are visited on the 

internet; scrutinizing where people travel and how often; more 

extensive X-raying and searching bags and travelers, just to 

name a few. These and many more rights and freedoms are 

slowly being taken away under the promise of the apparent 

good in what he is doing, specifically combating the threat to 

national security.  

The next definition of policy as it relates to the word 

cunning will lead us to the means by which the people will be 

beguiled. The next definition of cunning in this series is 

�hypocrisy.� In Bartlett�s Roget�s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, 
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on page 232, under reference number 192.2, hypocrisy 

stands for �religiosity; false face.�  

According to The Cassell Compact Dictionary, copyright 

1998, on page 930, religiosity means �sanctimonious.� On 

page 975, sanctimonious is described as �making a show of 

piety.� Piety, on page 822, is �the quality of being pious.�  

Pious, is defined on page 826 as �reverencing God.�  From The 

Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 393, 

false is defined as �deceptive,� while on page 389, face is the 

same as �disguise.� 

Oh, he puts on a show of being religious--�God� bless 

America.  But what we glean from these facts is that under the 

deceptive disguise of making a show of reverencing God, 

President Bush will beguile the people by making it appear 

that his policy is based on the �good� he has learned from 

religious leaders. When, all the while, he is lying through his 

teeth. Turn to I John 2:4: 

He that saith, I know him, and keepeth not his 
commandments, is a liar, and the truth is not in 
him.  
 

Need I say more?  Praise %&%*. 
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Finally, we go on to old-boy, the last of the definitions of 

cunning from the perspective of policy, and will once again 

show the face the President really operates under. I looked in 

Webster�s Third New International Dictionary and Seven 

Languages Dictionary, Vol. II, copyright 1976, on page 1570 

under old-boy and the first definition is �OLD NICK.� On page 

1571, same reference, Old Nick is defined as �the 

personification of evil, devil, Satan.�  

In Webster�s New World College Dictionary, copyright 

1996, on page 377, Devil is �depicted as a man with horns.� It 

was well established in Judgment Shall Sit, Part 1, that 

President George W. Bush is the �little� horn from Daniel 7:8.  

Now we run into a definition of Devil as a man with horns.  

Therefore, let�s explore what the word with means. The 

Random House College Dictionary, copyright 1990, on page 

1512, defines with as �in some particular relation to (esp. 

implying connection).� From the word with, we find there is a 

particular relation between the Devil and the �little� horn 

President. There is some connection between the two. 
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Continuing on page 1113, of the same reference, relation 

is defined as �relationship; with a synonym of kinship.�  From 

The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 

628, kinship is synonymous to �descent.� These well-

documented facts show that the Devil is a man with horns, 

who are kings or men of power and authority.  But more 

specifically, we were shown that there is kinship through 

descent with respect to a man called the Devil and the �little� 

horn, President George W. Bush, which backs up Genesis 

4:16-22. Turn to Acts 13:10, read: 

And said, O full of all subtlety and mischief, 
thou child of the devil, thou enemy of 
righteousness, wilt thou not cease to pervert the 
right way of the Lord, %&%*? 
 

From all the facts we have gathered, it is clear that the 

�little horn, President George W. Bush, is full of all subtlety 

and mischief, a child of the devil, an enemy of righteousness, 

and will not cease to pervert the way of the Lord, %&%*. 

In summary, as the facts were decoded about this portion 

of Daniel 8:25, we first found that we were looking at a 

prophetic sign, specifically, that of an administrative 
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department of the government, which has as its focus national 

security, the new Department of Homeland Security. It 

becomes a very influential agency, which will function as a 

means of increasing the persuasive power and might of the 

�little� horn President, George W. Bush.  

He will take advantage of the superior and dominating 

position he has gained, through this department, to set up 

judicial precedents, which give him the final say in legal 

matters superseding even the Supreme Court. 

His policy of running the business of government is 

based on temporal interests, the things of this world, as 

opposed to spiritual influences. These worldly interests are 

translated into a scheme or crafty plot to be administered 

under his new Department of Homeland Security, which 

ultimately allows President George W. Bush to do whatever he 

pleases. The crafty plan is skillful enough in deception and 

slyness that it conceals his evil purposes, one of which is to 

use intelligence agents to gather and distribute information 

about his �enemies� or �potential enemies� in the form of hints 

and inferences of wrong doing on their part. 
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The facts also showed that President George W. Bush is a 

conservative, who revealed his belief in principles associated 

with the Right. As a rightist, he is an authoritarian, who 

advocates political order by causing an abrupt political 

overthrow or seizure of power by forceful means, which will 

concentrate all the power into his hands, thereby making him 

not constitutionally responsible to the people.  

We were able to discern that the establishment of the 

Department of Homeland Security and the President�s 

establishment of authoritarian political order under the threat 

of national security are based on information so secret that 

the threats cannot be revealed even to local officials expected 

to protect against the threat. 

We shouldn�t be surprised by anything President George 

W. Bush, the �little� horn, does because we also found out that 

the President is an artificer, which lead us to his being a 

descendant of Cain; a child of the Devil, who uses ruthless 

cunning in conducting the business of government. And his 

plan is acceptable because he has beguiled the people into 

believing that what he is doing is for their own good and in the 
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interest of national security. The people believe him because 

he is skillful at putting on a sanctimonious show of 

reverencing God, while all the time he is a liar and the truth is 

not in him (1 John 2:4). Praise %&%*!  Praise %&%*!   

I thank and praise %&%* 0v %&%* for allowing me to be here 

this day. I thank and praise %&%* 0v %&%* for his Divine Mind 

and understanding heart, and I hope He will bless me to be 

here with you at Feast of Tabernacles to continue on with 

decoding Daniel 8:25. Praise %&%* 0v %&%*! 


